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02 Pets In Build's Guide
Pets to use in Pet Build.

Which Pets Should I use?
Equip the lowest level All Damage, All Gold, or Tap Damage pet. Why the lowest level pet?

Lowest level because higher passives and smaller actives will grant more damage than a higher active and lower passives. You can check the 
active and passive effects if you click on the pet to view its details.

Note: After all pets have reached level 100, their active and passive efects will be 100%, so it won't matter which pet you equip. Although, if you 
own the Fatal Samurai mythic set it will matter again because that set grants a 25% Active Pet level. In this case you should choose the pet that 
gives you the most +50 levels bonuses.

All Damage Pets All Gold Pets Tap Damage Pets
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02 Pets In Build's Guide
Pets to use in Clan Ship Build.

Which Pets Should I use?
Equip the lowest level pet that boost your main hero (melee, spell, or range), All Hero Damage pet, All Damage pet, or All Gold pet.
Why the lowest level pet?

Lowest level because higher passives and smaller actives will grant more damage than a higher active and lower passives. You can check the 
active and passive effects if you click on the pet to view its details.

Note: After all pets have reached level 100, their active and passive efects will be 100%, so it won't matter which pet you equip. Although, if you 
own the Fatal Samurai mythic set it will matter again because that set grants a 25% Active Pet level. In this case you should choose the pet that 
gives you the most +50 levels bonuses.

All Damage Pets All Gold Pets All Hero Pets
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02 Pets In Build's Guide
Pets to use in Shadow Clone Build.

Which Pets Should I use?
Equip the lowest level All Damage or All Gold pet. Why the lowest level pet?

Lowest level because higher passives and smaller actives will grant more damage than a higher active and lower passives. You can check the 
active and passive effects if you click on the pet to view its details.

Note: After all pets have reached level 100, their active and passive efects will be 100%, so it won't matter which pet you equip. Although, if you 
own the Fatal Samurai mythic set it will matter again because that set grants a 25% Active Pet level. In this case you should choose the pet that 
gives you the most +50 levels bonuses.

All Damage Pets All Gold Pets
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02 Pets In Build's Guide
Pets to use in Heavenly Strike Build.

Which Pets Should I use?
Equip the lowest level All Damage, All Gold, or Tap Damage pet. Why the lowest level pet?

Lowest level because higher passives and smaller actives will grant more damage than a higher active and lower passives. You can check the 
active and passive effects if you click on the pet to view its details.

Note: After all pets have reached level 100, their active and passive efects will be 100%, so it won't matter which pet you equip. Although, if you 
own the Fatal Samurai mythic set it will matter again because that set grants a 25% Active Pet level. In this case you should choose the pet that 
gives you the most +50 levels bonuses.

All Damage Pets All Gold Pets Tap Damage Pets
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02 Pets In Build's Guide
Pets to use in Silent March Build.

Which Pets Should I use?
Equip the lowest level All Damage or All Gold pet. Why the lowest level pet?

Lowest level because higher passives and smaller actives will grant more damage than a higher active and lower passives. You can check the 
active and passive effects if you click on the pet to view its details.

Note: After all pets have reached level 100, their active and passive efects will be 100%, so it won't matter which pet you equip. Although, if you 
own the Fatal Samurai mythic set it will matter again because that set grants a 25% Active Pet level. In this case you should choose the pet that 
gives you the most +50 levels bonuses.

All Damage Pets All Gold Pets
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Kit & Fluffers
Kit increases Splash Damage while Fluffers increases Mana Regeneration. Both of these will ber very useful for any build. especially slow driven ones 
like Clan Ship where mana control can be problem. Try to get as many Kit and Fluffers levels as you can at the early stages of the game.

Pet Information
Pet builds will require the player to be actively tapping, because the pet attacks are activated after a certain number of taps are made. Base taps per pet 
attack is 20, but the skill Pet Evolution will lower that base as you increase the levels of it.

Pets will automatically attack after the player reaches a total pet level of 500. Pets will automatically attack every 3 seconds. Ancient Warrior set will make 
the pet auto attacks every 1.5 seconds instead of 3 seconds.

Lightning Burst skill will need several taps in order to get charged up, when it's ready the pet will fly over the sword master waiting for the player to tap it 
in order to activate it, however, if you stop tapping the pet will go back to its original place, also if you take too long to activate it

03 Pet Information
Some useful tips and information on Pets

Pet Optimizer
There is also a very usefull Pet Optimizer in the TT2 Compendium website made by Mmlh, Taco and DreamXZE. I will put a link to this in the descriptions 
below. Please give credit to the creators, donation links will also be in the Compendium link.
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Skills that effect Pets

• The Barbaric Fury skill (Bottom left red tree) adds additional taps per second which help towards faster pet attacks.

• The Pet Evolution skill, on top of increasing pet damage, also reduces the amount of taps needed to do a pet attack.

• The Flash Zip skill, on top of its main ability, reduces the cool down of pet skills. (Pet heart of Midas, lightning burst, and flash zip itself).

• After using the Flash Zip or Lightning Burst skill your pet will become temporarily "charged" and when it is in this state it will glow. While charged pet 
damage is increased by a factor dependent on the level of your pet zip skill

How to get them.
There are multiple ways to obtain pets:

• Every 4 hours you will gain 1 egg, when you open the egg you will receive a random pet between level 1-5.

• The shop: Every 24 hours your shop will reset with random deals, you can get pets from levels 3-10. The price is 30 diamonds per pet level.

• Tournament rewards: Every 10 days there be a shard + pet tournament. The number of eggs will depend on your tournament bracket and your 
tournament placement. 

• The last way to obtain pets is through Silver and Titan chests. The number of eggs you receive will depend on the level of the chest. 
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